Here to lead, not mislead

**Boris Johnson makes the claim** 24 November 2021

During Prime Minister's Questions (PMQs) Boris Johnson claims “There are now more people in work in this country [...] than there were before the pandemic began”.

**Full Fact publishes fact check** 25 November 2021

We publish a fact check about why this is wrong. The check explains that whilst there are more payrolled employees, the total number of people in paid work is below the level seen just prior to the pandemic.

**Boris Johnson repeats the claim** 1 December 2021

Boris Johnson repeats “we have more people in work now, as a result of the balanced and proportionate approach that we are taking, than we had before the pandemic began” in Parliament.

**Full Fact writes to PM** 2 December 2021

We write to Boris Johnson's office asking him to correct the official record in relation to the claim made on 24 November.

**Boris Johnson repeats claim** 15 December 2021

Boris Johnson repeats in Parliament that “we now have 500,000 more people in work than there were when the pandemic began”.
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**Full Fact writes to Cabinet Secretary** 22 December 2021
We write a letter to Cabinet Secretary, Simon Case asking him to take the necessary steps to ensure the Ministerial Code is fulfilled by arranging corrections to the Parliamentary record.

**Boris Johnson repeats claim** 31 December 2021
Boris Johnson repeats the claim in his end of year message: “We have more people in work now than there were before the pandemic began”.

**Boris Johnson repeats the claim** 5 January 2022
Boris Johnson repeats the claim in Parliament during PMQs: “We have 420,000 more people in jobs now than there were before the pandemic began”.

**Full Fact writes to PM again** 7 January 2022
We write to Boris Johnson again, following his repeat of the claim on 5 January, pointing out we are yet to receive a response to the letter sent on 2 December.

**MP repeats the claim** 11 January 2022
Paul Scully MP repeats the claim in Parliament: “we now have 400,000 more people in work than before the pandemic”.

**Boris Johnson repeats the claim** 12 January 2022
Boris Johnson repeats the claim in Parliament: “it is an astonishing fact that we have 420,000 more people in work now than before the pandemic began”.

**Boris Johnson gets it right** 18 January 2022
Boris Johnson appears to slightly change they way he words the claim in a tweet saying “record numbers of people are on payrolls.”
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Timeline of economic bad information: 2021-22

Boris Johnson repeats the claim 18 January 2022

He repeats the claim on Sky News\(^\text{10}\) ‘We now have 420,000 more people in employment than there were before the pandemic began’.

Boris Johnson repeats the claim\(^\text{11}\) and also gets it right\(^\text{12}\) 19 January 2022

During PMQs the PM gets his figures right, however he goes on to repeat the false claim shortly after.

Full Fact publishes a fact check 19 January 2022

We publish a fact check about Boris Johnson repeating the claim on Sky News\(^\text{13}\) on 18 January.

Full Fact writes to stats watchdog, the OSR 21 January 2022

We write a letter to Ed Humpherson (Director General for Regulation, Office for Statistics Regulation) about this claim.\(^\text{14}\)

MP repeats the claim 24 January 2022

Jerome Mayhew MP repeats the claim in Parliament\(^\text{15}\): “There is now more employment in this country than in pre-pandemic times—over 400,000 more jobs”.

Office for Statistics Regulation 1 February 2022

Ed Humpherson (Director General for Regulation, Office for Statistics Regulation) writes to Laura Gilbert (Director of Data Science, 10 Downing Street) about the Prime Minister’s statements about the number of people in work,\(^\text{16}\) following a letter from Full Fact.
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**Boris Johnson repeats the claim** 2 February 2022
PM repeats the claim in Parliament “There are more people in work now than before the pandemic began, and that is the record of this Government.”

**Various Ministers and MPs use the claim** 11 February 2022
By this date we’ve seen Secretary of State for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport, Nadine Dorries,18 now leader of The House of Commons Mark Spencer MP19, Nigel Mills MP20, Rob Butler MP21, Stephen McPartland MP22 and MP and Attorney General Suella Braverman all repeat the claim on social media or during interviews.24

**Boris Johnson repeats the claim** 23 February 2022
PM repeats the claim during PMQs25 telling the house “There are 430,000 more in employment now than there were before the pandemic.”

**Full Fact publishes a fact check** 23 February 2022
We publish a fact check about PM repeating claim during PMQs27 on 23 February.

**UK Statistics Authority** 24 February 2022
Sir David Norgrove (Chair of UKSA) sends a letter to Boris Johnson saying “it would be a selective use of data” if his use of employment figures referred only to the increase in the number of people on payrolls.28
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Full Fact writes to PM again 24 February 2022

We write another letter to Boris Johnson asking him to correct the official record, making this the third time we have written an official letter to Boris Johnson about the employment claim.

PM’s deputy spokesman in the press 25 February 2022

An article is published in the Mirror in which the PM’s deputy spokesman said: ‘I haven’t seen that specific letter’ in relation to the UK Statistics Authority letter. Adding ‘The PM has spoken about employment levels in the UK on a number of occasions and is extremely proud of the work this government has done to get people back into work.’ Following this, we write to the PM’s deputy official spokesman pointing to our past correspondence and linking to letters from the OSR and UKSA.

PM says he "thinks" he’s taken steps to correct 30 March 2022

Boris Johnson tells the Liaison Committee he “thinks” he’s taken steps to correct the record on false claims about employment.

When questioned on employment by Stephen Timms MP, the PM was asked whether he recognised that his claims were incorrect. The Prime Minister replied saying “I think I have repeatedly”, following this with “I think I took steps to correct the record earlier”.

Full Fact writes to PM once again 31 March 2022

We write to the Prime Minister yet again, welcoming his commitment to correcting the record whilst acknowledging he is actually yet to do so.

---
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Boris Johnson repeats the claim yet also gets it right 20 April 2022

Despite acknowledging his mistake to the Liaison Committee, during PMQs the PM makes the incorrect claim again, but goes on to correctly say there are more payrolled employees now than there were before the pandemic began.

We are yet to receive a conclusive response from No. 10.

The Prime Minister has still not corrected the record.